Safe and secure corporate
solutions
Help protect data and devices in a mobile-first world

With our enrollment program, we’ve
been able to remotely lock devices
if an employee reports it as lost or
stolen. We can also identify where a
device is geolocated. It’s huge, and
we couldn’t have done it without
the partnership between T-Mobile
and our smartphone and mobility
management companies.
— Stacie DePeau, CIO, Easterseals

It’s smart business to provide innovative technology for your team—
but meeting corporate security policies is essential to minimize
risk. With T-Mobile’s mobile security solutions, IT professionals
have the ability to help maintain privacy and protect devices that
access critical data.

Mobile device management
Get fast, streamlined deployment and management of corporate devices with help from enrollment
programs specific to your operating systems. These solutions along with other mobile device management
tools allow IT managers and professionals to remotely activate and configure smartphones and tablets,
providing greater control.

Hosted mobility management services (HMMS)
Allowing employees to use their own smartphones for business is great for the IT budget, but it presents
challenging security issues for businesses. While companies need to provide access to assets that promote
a productive mobile workforce, business leaders also need to protect sensitive information that lives behind
firewalls. With cloud-based Hosted Mobility Management Services (HMMS), T-Mobile offers a turnkey
solution that can manage licensing, installation, mobile-policy configuration and ongoing user support
as an extension of your IT department. HMMS is best for enterprises seeking secure, flexible solutions
with no long-term commitments, plus the freedom to switch services as needs change. We offer a number
of solutions that help to control all aspects of business mobility—tracking physical assets, managing
applications and content, as well as keeping devices and data safe and secure. HMMS solutions can also
provide remote troubleshooting for devices.

Enterprise messaging
Provide robust, bulk text messaging delivery on a secure platform to quickly send messages to employees.
Enterprise messaging offers many benefits, from helping IT departments to alert technicians of system
issues to integrating with the most common nursing and doctor paging systems to help keep health care
staff in constant communication.

Invest in secure mobile solutions that can meet the unique needs of your business. When it comes to a large
enterprise, one size does not fit all. We collaborate with your team to bring the best technology to the table,
when and where you need it.

Contact a T-Mobile Business Expert today
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